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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
uThis experimental study is omwnwd with the problem
of ©»i<Jane« 1© affective in alt .rim; fixated and learned
responses in rate, ft is doei mnl to furnish iaforafttiea
tnat a better understanding of the nature of
fixated behavior. In order to understand this problest it
13 «®cesse.r>- to review in son* detail the nature of fictions
in rate, under what condition© thsy dtvalop, and the role
of guidance in breaking up such fixations* ll
Malar, Glaser, and Klee (£2) did a study to investi*
gate the development of fixatlons through frustration. In
this study a group of rate was trained on the taahley
Jumping Stand (7) until they readily jujsped $1 Inches
t: r u h atisMlus windows to reach food situated on a food*
lag platform behind the windows, Half of the anirala Mi
then subjected to an insoluble problem situation, i.o.,
netlher of the window* la consistently ths correct or in*
correct one. The etijsuli are ©witched fro® aide to sida
in a set random order. Thie situation ia frustrating ia
that the anl al has no opportunity to learn a correct ro~
aponeej no natter what the anl it does it ia punished 50
percent of the tias and rewarded 50 percent of the tiiae.
Ths iMi subjectad to this procedure readily fall into
I stereotyped position habit, i.e., tha anl al jumps to the
rl itt or left ftplNlatti of the attea.ua windows, or a
stereotyped discrimination habit, i.e., the animal re*
II •
in Wmm of ths ehara«t«ristics of Hit sttaulus
windows and always Jumpe to the easts stimulus no mttor
what side it happen© to be on* The position response waa
tho aost common typo developed in t is situation ami only
thoss animals which h&d developed such response* '«iorc< saod
for further experimenta
%
ion« Those anioala that had do*
v©loped discrimination responses were discarded • Tho root
of tha anir ale wore allowed to develop a petition habit of
their own choosin
,
i.e* f the anirale were r^ven one trial
and whatever response they made on that trial was dssispK&od
aa the oorrect restvonss* Those anl ale were rewarded ev*ry
tis?e they made thia response and punished ovary time th*y
failed to oako thia response* Thia ia the usual jaothod
uaed to train anissals in a particular habit and theae ani-
lafjklo quickly foraed position responses which they taaln.ainsd
with little variation* Both f'roups of rats practiced their
position responses for 160 trials, at 10 trials per day*
To teat tho nature of the habits formed under thsss two
conditiona, both groups wore &tv*n 200 trials to solve a
sinplo discriaination problem. In order to solve this pro-
blem the rat© were required to £ive up their position re*
spouse and adopt a discrimination response that w&q now
correct
«
The results ahowed t&at 90 porcent of the anir.als in
ths group that had developed position responses under reward
3*
and punishment conditions learned very quickly to f£ve up
their old position h&bita In favor of tha discrimination
response not* corroct. Sixty-five percent of the ani els
that had developed stereotyped position responses In the
insoluble problem situation failed to abandon their old,
now Maladaptive responses, and adopt tha now, mora adap-
tive one. tha differences between these two -roups wore
ot&tiatically significant. Hence, these author* dlatln-
ggtH between habit© produced by regular training pro-
•edur«a and abnormal fixations produced under condition®
of frustration. I ocitlon hablta precipitated through re-
ward and puniahment are uaually readily clumped when the
circumstance* render them maladaptive. Position responses
fixated by a frustrating, insoluble problem are not usually
abandoned whan ch*m ©d eonditiona render them maladaptive
and an alternative, adaptive response is availble to tha
animals.
It was also shown in this experiment that thoae ani«
amis that persisted in their fixation actually learned the
cite-crimination problem. This was evidenced by the manner
in which the animals Jumped. When the positive (correct)
stimulus was on their preferred side, the rets Jumped
quickly and efficiently but %&en the negative CIncorrect)
card waa on their preferred aide, the animals Jumped re-
luctantly and when the/ did jump* they would jump so as to
4*
hit the nenativo card with the ride of their body inetead
of head-on as i» aaually the eeeo (9). Thuo It aeeaad
that the fixated anlr*l oouid loam the discrimination but
could not practiea thin loaning bacouae of tho oampulelve
nature of the fiimtod r*>» pence.
In a eoeond atudy, Malar and Eloo (12) dero»n»troted
the pmmmm nature of fiamted reepcneee. Tan of tha fix-
ated animals from tha above atudy (12) war* rateoted in a
soluble diacrimin*,tion problem for hundrede of trials after
a vacation parlod of four month* away from the Juiapin : nd
eltuetlon. only 3 rata abandoned tha fixation. It wae
ulao dam nr.tr". od in this atudy that a »arle* of mctraiioi-
induead aonvulaione did not have any effect on thaae fixa-
tione.o
In a third atudy, Heler and Kl«e (K) inveetlGeted tha
pattern of puniohment and ite relation to abnormal fixations.
In this experiment ono croup of rata waa eubjocted to a
fruatratin inoolubla problem iit*»4r/*^tn which all ani-
mala developed a etoreotyped poaltlon or dincrimination re-
©ponee. Vho other groups of rata ware trained to develop
poaltlon and discrimination responses respectively by con*
• In a recant experiment at tha Ur.iv-.-r.iity of Massachuaetts
; dvc olo ical laboratory, Heet and Feldman found that a 10
or a 25 day eerlea of electro-onvuleivo shocks had no effect
on broakinft up fixations*
sietont mm aad ptmitfhaant conditions. The animals vmro
th*n to modify their iliymil acquire in the
previous situation. A soluble probUm situation waa »«t
up so that half the aniiaolo ill each wore uniehod 3©
Percent of t,he tiao when they expressed the previously ac-
quired response, and the other half were p*mi*h*4 iqg^
cent of the time vfhon this ra« ?>onse occurs.
As ad#t bo expected, the responses developed under
conditions of frustration were Imn subject to Modification
mm were the response* developed under ortilmry learning
conditions. Out of 20 anizals in the frustrate group,
7 (35 percent) abandoned their old responses and adopted
new ones in the M trials, the other 13 rate (65 percent
)
persisted in their stereotyped responses for the ZOO trials.
Of the 40 rats that dwelcped position sad dUcrliaiaation
responses under consistent reward and punishnent conditions,
only 10 (25 percent) failed to alter their responses end
adopt s new one. Furthermore, it uss found that in both
groups 100 percent punishment caused fewer ilttwtt to aban-
don I response than did 50 percent punishmnt. It was found
I ft X00£ punishssent either produced a rapid alteration of
behavior or completely failed to alter the behavior. Fifty
percent p mishraent, cm the other hand, resulted in slower
but more surer alteration of habits. That eoae anlaale
which had developed ordinary learned habits failed to alter
6,
their res; onsao within 200 trial* indicated that habits amy
be transformed Into fixations by th«» frustrating situation
produced by the method of br^akin
: tha hi*bit, ^na hundred
percent JjsjniohKwmt eorvtis as « nefgatlve incentive if given
in ralld dosoe, banc© animal a break their old responses by
learning to avoid such punishment. However, if this la
not dona quickly, the highly frustrating nature of 100 par-
L3Hi
•tiona, to tha other hand, 50 percent ordorly puniahaent
ic laao frustrating than 100 percent ordarly punishment, and
50$ random punishment, honea it la a aur^r vmy of breaking
old habits and results in f*wer fixatinna being developed*
From this study it la sean that whether or not a fixe*
tion occur© is lordly a function of tha typo of situation
used. Tha insoluble problem situation la highly frustrat in 9
and tha grtaft Majority of animals aubjecteri to such a situ-
ation develop fixated response* that arc highly resistant
to change under ordinary trial and error conditions, An
ordinary learning: situation, on ,he other hand, produces
fixations in only a small number of rata, md this seems to
ba due to tha fact that this situation frustrates relatively
fewer animala. ccordinr to i aier (9) tha fact that the
population splits into two groups, i.e», those that fixate
and fail to change their response and thoae that do change.
Justifies tha qualitative distinction i>etweon ordinary
7.
learned habits and iixationa.
A study by Maier and Fsldman (11) was designed to
determine whether fixation Is an all-or-nothing pheno-
menon, or whether the strength of fixation can be in*
creased by increasing the length of the frustrating period.
In this experiment three
-roups of rati were subject ed to
the usual frustrating, insoluble problem for different
lengths of times one gfWqp for 6* days, a second r,roup for
16 days, and a third
-roup for 24 days. s controls,
three other groups wore trained to form position respon-
ses under ordinary reward and punishment conditions for
periods of I, 16, and 24 days respectively. The strength
of both types of response was measured by the resistance
of the anirals to change thoir responses in a soluble
discrimination sta -e t> at followed. I>cause the compul-
sive nature of the fixated responses developed under fru-
stration does not permit them to be abandoned readily, it
Nsi necessary to use guidance. The guidance procedure
will be explained later in more detail. Essentially it
consists of manually forcing the animal to respond, on
•very trial, to the correct window.
It was found that the three control groups took an
attyjgs of 22.2, 20.2, and 19.$ trials respectivsly to
abandon their position responses. The differences between
le
these froups are not significant, which Indicates that the
period of practice is not a factor in Increasing the
strength of th* learned habit.
The rosults for the three groups of rats that had de-
veloper* position responsea under frustrating conditions
were as followsi the 3 day group required a total of
30,1 trials to abandon the position response, the 16 day
roup required a total of 49 trials to abandon the position
response, and the 24 d*y group required a total of 44.4
trials to abandon the position response. The difference*
between each of these groups and the combined control
rroups were statistically significant. Furthorraors, the
differences between the frustrated d day group and both
the frustrated 16 and 24 day roups were significant, but
the difference between oha 16 and 24 day roups was* not
si -nifleant* Thus we see that the strength of the fixated
response lner*>aa«s as we gp from 8 days of frustration to
16 iays of frustration, but apparantly periods of frustra-
tion beyond 16 days do not lead to furter Increases in the
strength of the fixation*
Xt might be we<?l to pause briefly and summarise the
evidence presented »,> far so to the nature of the fixated
re«p<*iee. It has been shown that: (1) fixations are pro-
duced in frustrating situations; (2) these fixations appear
9.
to be q uaUtativaly different from ordinary learned m*
£-?one«8 in thu% thef have a compuleive character, and are
highly resistant to change undar ordinary trlal-and-error
methods f (3) the strength of the fixated response increases
it a function of tin length of time the animal spends in
the frtttrfttlag aituation (up to a maximum of 16 days).
Everyone in the field of psychology w ouldi agree that
one of the major responses to frustration ic fixation.
Uowevsr, the reason or just w£jr frustration loads to fixated
behavior h&s bean given two major explanations. :h*se are:
(1) the anxiety reduction theory as proposed by Kowrer (19),
Faroer (1) § and HlUer (16); and (2) the frustration-
instigation theory as proposed by Haler and his students
(9, 10, 11), Let ua now review each of these theories in
order and cite the ex* rimeittal evidence for and a^inat
than*
Th* anxiety reduction, jftjflg - Howrer was the first
to suggest that anxiety may serve as a drive and the re-
duction of thle anxiety as reinforce&ent
,
i.e., if an ani-
ami ia placed in stressful situation this situation pro*
duces anxiety responses which in turn elicit strong stimuli.
These stimuli tend to motivate the animal to escape from
the stressful situation. If the animal does escape, these
stron stimuli era reduced or cease all together, and
hence the mode of behavior which led to escape is reinforced.
This is a cursor/ outline of the theory but for our pur-
poses it la not neceeeary to ^o Into It ftrnh«r. There is
conflld«?rmbl« experimental evi :ence which has recently
been revised by MlHor (17) t which supports the hypo-
thesis that anxiety can lead to a drive and th« reduction
of till drive constitutes roin fore ©wont for the factors
producing the reduction,
K ow then, iwowrsr haa explained fixations (20) by
saying that (1) the pain and anxiety that the rat experien-
ces an the jumping eiand is greater than the punishment
experienced when the rat Jumps against the locked window,
and (2) that the reduction of the anxiety would tend to
powerfully reinforce the response and hence it would occur
time and time a ain,
Farber (1) performed an experiment which tooted whether
fixations could be maintained under conditions where anxiety
was absent, Farbsr assumed that sines fixations occur
under conditions of shock, any reduction in the str*n *th
Of the fixation as a result of feeding the snlmals at the
locus of the shock could be ascribed either to direct In-
terference with the fixation or with some process main-
tainirs it.
To test this hypothesis, Farbsr trained two groups of
rats to go to their preferred side in a sin le T-maas for
100 trials It Ml food. During the last 60 trials each
11.
rat watt riven an electric shock on each rial Just after
it m&de a turn at the ©hole* point and just before it
entered the food box. Two control groups were ^iven the
same tlffillMll except they UN not shocks. After the
completion of this training one of the shocked roups and
one of the non-shocked groups was fed for two tea minute
periods at the place where the shock was administered to
the shock groups On the n*xt day, the food was placed
on the a©n*pr«ferred side for each antral and no shock
mm administered, a comparison was then made of the
number of trials necessary to alter the r^s- nsas for each
group, .ho major findings of tt is experiment were as
follows
|
(1) The shocked animals took a greater number of trials
to change their responses than did the non-ehocked animals,
(2) The shocked-noa-fed anisaals showed greater re-
slet&uoo to chance than did the sbocked-fed animals*
(3) The control animals showed that feeding did not
disrupt the habit in progress, i.e., the two control r.roups
(nan-shocked and non-shocked-fed) took, approximately the
Mi number of trials to change their responses,
C us Farber*3 hypothesis was upheld, i.e., feeding at
the locus of the a ock seemed to prevent fixations and
hence int erferred with som-5 mechanism maintaining the fixa-
ted resp^e. farbcr fto*******, therefore, that fixations
produced by shock $m the result of reiiiforceasnt produced
by the reduction of the anxiety produced by the shock,
mi thor*f re can be explained by ordinary learning prin.
ciplos.
?r*^m&
, iJ£4MU^J^^^ - Kaior has pro*
posed that fixations prtnluesd by frustration are psycholo-
gically distinct from ordinary motivated behavior.
According to fcsior, (9) Motivated behavior it controlled
both by need* within the orgenls* and external zosls. For
exaople, a hungry animal usually displays behavior that
is oriented toward ftttUftg food U relieve ite hunger.
This behavior i» taotivated because both the hunger need
and the oal (f6od) have deterrainsd the type of behavior
elicited. Mfeoa you frustrate an organise*, aowevar, sons
tiae during toe frustrating procedure this iaotiv^tionsX
seshanlsa is lost and another mechanism takes over which
teals to maintain behavior that is not influenced by con-
ss-u metis or $ools. This behavior is frustration-instigated
behavior sod 1.3 refarred to by Meier ae "behavior with*
out a -oal." Maior dofends hie theory on tho following
grounw:
(I) *Whon Mrtuftli are raquirad to ssodify the responses
developed In an insoluble problem situations a hisaodal
distribution of scores obtains; namely, those rats which
can solve the new problen end those which cannot . If all
th*t is involved is • single Motivation t&echanisra, should
ae or nam
13*
not all mtrmlH l«am an anxi*ty~reiuclnr rei
^ - «ni all team | m fiiiirmS Se^^Ii-i*gag*adSUHM&SjH
(2) It has also been shorn that even though fixated
animals failed to abandon their fixated response in a
solvable di^orinija^iott problem, they naverthaleea learned
the <tfri1«||ft between ^he correct and Incorrect window.
Vh* met that a fixated animal can L«ti the eeeential
problem to be mastered, yet fail to expraes this laming,
li a atron- argument for diatin?>ir'-.in
; between fixated
respenaea in atl gated by fruetration a nd ordinary haa-lta
that are motivated,
ll] ihier bM also ahowfl that a frustrated rat will
persist in jumping to its fixated side in Oie face of con-
tinuous punishment dee;: lie the fact there ft* an open window
in which food is available to the rat is also present.
Under such conditions the fixated rat will look at the food,
Mtff £g it, mid even reach for it, but finally the rat
tiu-na and jumps to its fixated side (9).
{U) Lastly, it h&a bean shown that rats subjected to
a frustrating situation will fixate a response in progress
rather u,au exhibit variable trial-and*arror behavior which
is characteristic of aniiaafcs operating under ordinary
nsotivittinK conditions
I4t
IfetOt two theorioa, i.«., the anxiety-reduction theory
md the frnat ration--inatlotion theory ropreaent two aharply
conflict in | Interpretations. "he former thoory doeo not
go beyond toil ordinary nrlnclplea of learning, whoraaa the
letter theory ] ontulat <s that fruat *tion alone in producing
s he b hnvior and motivation doea not enter into it at all,
Th* difference In views here seam to stem on whether or
not a qualitative change occuraa whan an animal experien-
Caa severe frustration.
Tharo ia a lot to be aaid for Ho anxiety-reduction
theory. ffcotO io no question » bout the fact that the fru-
atratim titration ia highly atreaaful to tha aninai and
that it nroducea a &reat deal of anxiety
.
That anxiety
Icadg to a drive and that reduction in thia drive con-
stitutes reinforcement for the factors producing tha re-
duction ia nlao well established (16 t 20).
However, r.hero are two experimental findings which
appear to be Inexplicable in torraa of the anxlaty-reduc-
Mon theory. Firet, fixated rata loam x> dlacrimlnuto
between IN positive and negative wlndowa 9 yet fail to
oraotloo thia learning. Aceordin ; to the anxiety-recudtion
thf.« , it would seen reasonable to -xpect hat the animals
should Jump to the window they have loam «*d ia correct
which would offor more redue tion of anxiety than would
15.
Jumping to a loetced window. Secondly, fixated rat* con-
tinue to jumpnta their fixated side even **hen an open
window, In iSiich food ia vinlble, ie presented on the open
side. If theani als» behavior is oriented tou^rd ex-
eapins from the eitwation, why don't they escape by jump-
lag to the open window? The c ampulsiveaese of the fixation
ifi the moat important problem which is not explained by
t !'» anxi at y*r-»duet i on theory
*
Thus wo are forced to conclude, that "«*hile the anxiety*
reduction theory
-can explain i good iaal of the behavior
displayed by tlM fixated rat, it doas no . explain ;>orae as-
pects of this behavior, apparently, frustri'-ti on contri-
butes to Dli maintenance of the fixe ted reepoNpipi /he
reels a mechanism of frustration produced responses, how-
ever, It not entirely clear. Crucial study is needed here
thst centers about the precise conditions leading to fru-
strated behavior, the relative Strength of such MifflUjSSj
and the qualitative distinction© bet^te^n fixated responses
and ordinary learned hehite.
The Veebrd.-ueof .idijnjge
We have already discuasod several ineffective attempts
to break fixations} including rest* actrasol shock, and
elcC'iro-convuTsiva shock. However, &fr and Kaee (13)
found that these compulsive reactions could Is fttMgtil by
systematically guiding the animal to make correct respon-
16,
•as, 3*1* wa© 4m by experimenter placing his hand
beside the rat and nudging is; toward tho correct window,
iwier ana Xlee (15) oonducted a detailed experiment
to evaluate fch« guidance teennl^us. ^fcat they did was to
coiap&rs th<* effects H trial^nd-$rror learning;, and #uid~
aacs in th« alteration of fixations end ordinary IfIHfl
ftiftfei&ii In this | ,uci.y f two groups of rata were used* In
^roup Zf posit Un s'ixation* wore dare!oped throuift the in*
cciuble |>robl««i teehfiqus* Group II loaned position
habit*, under ordinary rewardsnd~punish»ent conditions.
All snl»tal* were given 160 trials of this training ?he
criteria for establishment of the response was 95 psrosnt
of una ro* onaes to the sane si<ie» fcfter both groups had
foia&d th*vlr posit lOtt t aaponses to thic criterion, they
vtrc required to alter :,heir position responses and learn
I disc* i:A c,i on Ntaponae* ina halves of each of the two
main groups ware siren 200 trills to learn the response
by the ordinary c ri#l~o«d~error procedure* *he other halves
of *ach group were sivea -uidance on svery- other trial to
the correct window* It w*e found thai; guidance was 100 par*
sent effective in altering position responses, regard!esa
of l&SfcfeSP they were ueve loped in the frostrating, insoluble
problem situation or throu jh ordinary rew&rd~and-punish»ent
conditions* *b« trial«^md-«rror method was successful in
altering only 6 out of 15 rats which had positions responses
17.
vlcwlopod in MM tnmmln-, insoluble problem situation,
11 out of H rate in the ordinary loarnin*;
-roup
iHsytd ohoir soffit Ion response undor th*ao conditions.
Honoo, wo «oo that ^il^i, alternated witn free trial*
iMdiiVVif trial «, i« effective in altering both fixated
and Itommfii f*ftfta**f in rat* t v?ii-reaa trial-and-error
I rl*Xs alone, while effecttfO in altering leamod responses
oro relatively ineff e* fcr* in alt^Hn^ fixated responds,
.
Another Important finding o r hi' :-pt*rint©nt |i that t
although gpldaaet Hit ef roetiv?? in jilHtWfl animals to
abandon ' ir tuosilfrftr.n ^aponae©, tfetl did no', decrease the
nuwb-r or ( rial* to adopt a jX^^k\^kM rssponoo. Figure
1 on v \:e 1# show* '-he average nu&ber of trials to abandon
tlso position rtnpflXil of the four groups of rate and tho
av-r*\ ;o number of trials t#**Stl tho learning criterion.
Tho dotted lino indicates tha ovora,.:^ number of trials to
abandon tho position response? tho solid line Indicate©
'
V- avvra:* number of trials to learn. ' o sea that -guidance
resulted in tho animals abandoning tot position roaponso
sooner t»wn did triaWnd^rror alone. *or lis frustrated
l
4 . ,
' ho position respond was abandoned by; all rata
aftor an avenge or ?2 #7 trials, half of which vera guided
trivia, When trial-and-^rror alone was used, only 6 rats
successfully abandoned their position response and an ave-
1*1
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(Ba*od on Out data presented by Maier and Kl©e (15) #
19.
mm ©f 90.3 trial* was required for these rats. In the
group trained to form position habits, the aver*** nuaber
of trials required to uo&adoa
-.he position responses by
.;uidad and trial^nd^error trial© wis 29.8, una the avera
for the animals given fcriaWnd-err^r trials alone ¥?as
43.4 trials.
Hull whon wo consider the interval between abandon-
ing the position reep-ms* and adopting the dlscriiaimtioii
response, however, the two asthods show the reverse trend.
Hwre trials ars needed by the guided groups than by the
groups not receiving guidance. Thus, ifta* guidance was
ueed t animals tended to abandon their position response*
before they loa?ned the diEcrliaimt ion response; wh*n
trisl-and-error was used, the position response disappeared
about til* saiao tisie that the discrimination response ap»
poared. For the f^estrated group *hsre MR* an interval of
only 13 trials between the disappearance of the position
res ponss and the appearance of the d&ttrlttlt]- ion re^onae
v*haa trisl~and~error was used alona, but *hsfl guidance was
used t e interval was 69.2 trials. %hv antnals that
learned a position nabii by reward and punishment, the
corresponding interval* were 21.2 and 54.9 trials.
Shis evidence suggests that guidance is effective
for the breaking up of old responses but doas not seen to
aid in the liiftH Of an alternative r*gps*js*« for this
20,
reason it if an exaaUaftft t.v,thcd for brooking up fixahiona
since these responses tiaintain themeelves due to their coli-
pulaiv© nature and not because alternative modes of be-
havior are absent. Once the fixation U broken, then the
trial-nnd-error Mthod of learning can .ake over, and the
animal eventually adopts the alternative response.
Recently Zeldman (3) c inducted an experiment in which
he tried to fln4 what aspactc of the guidance procedure •
were effective in altor in; fixations and also what stimuli
in the frustrating stiuution were control in,; the anirjal'a
fixatad rasponae. His technique consisted in placing
fliiataa rate in a soluble problem situation and aloowing
fchsra on evory cmhsr trial, to ,-alic to the- co:*rect window
to se« if "hey could abandon the fixated jumping ras;.onae
after nufoenafully practicing the walkinj, response, fhe
rata ware induced to walk to tin correct dad** along a
IW*f*y that extended from the jumping pedestal to the
stimulus wind oi/o, J,he principle findiir: oi." U oxp rimailt
was that, although the animal may learn to walk to the
co --rect window, this beh avior falls to alter the jumping
fixation. On the basis of his s&udy, 'eldman concLudod
Huft -he solution of a problem which utilizes a different
type of response* ia not. off^cci/o in terino, the original
fixation. He also concl uded that since there was no ob-
servable transer from the talking response to the jumpiing
r^spoass, th« fiamtad auisaul is not IPTfllffiriltag In &©nas
or w. stimulus window* or a position, or any cither single
^pect la :ha situ<;uioru la oth«r words minis result*
strongly ou^eotod that it was ths total situation calling
In ordsr to ;ain mors ovlfoace on this latter point,
Voldasa and :;«w«ian Uj tliiUltglWHi %h& effect of ^aiding
,
is&tsd fata to oo.'rect window undsr difrorwnt stitsuius
conditions* T .is study wiii hs doscribod in sons detail
because fro it th^ present study svolved*
Xn this ojvp^riaswt s group of 40 rase was subjectsd
)M • frastratin^, insoluble probloa *,itu-.ion durin,: which
ell enlwele developed ths usual stereotyped responses*
'.*v, i-ltu'iwioo was then changed to ft soluble prohlttt itua*
tion in >. nidi t hs nni.-als MM required to abandon their
jvoractypgi responses and adopt a nsw mora adaptive ra-
sp-,as* • ths min group Ml divided into wo equal aub-
rroups* C*uidanoe iss *lve& to one OT<up of rutg by MM
o:' - 'lipOTMS screen Hhich enabled thaw to sea bo:-h ths
eanroet and incorrect window* Guidance was given &o ths
Oth -oap by ueias of an opaque sermon which restrict**"
.
tUeir vi iiioaa to uh^ correct window otil y • Figaro (6) on
sa*> {*/) ahuwu how the ranc were ^uid^d on every o>her
trial during the <Hserirairation of thi* study. ?ho
rats In both p^mpi practiced lft$erit*t*4 frea ,-nd ided
Juap* until they abandoned their st^r^ov/ped reeponeoi
d'jrin?; free ind Tuirfei tri^.n and *tt4l 10t. mors than on*
error fcr (ft*** consentive lays, or for a ^H^fff if °10
rials. *n t-ial- v*r day war* civon.
Figure 2 shores the efficacy of this type of gmiiliMii
on the alteration of the w's responds. In this rraahO if
Mm frequency of anlrsnts who abandoned their old rar^asos
and adopted the new on* Is *>*ottod or, th<* i\- seise.-: /, ' he
nimibwr oi" triple to r*ach criterion in plotted on the
ordinate, If m corridor tiki flf*t £00 trials we soe that
20 ani^ale in the * • <-r>n7arrrt-.-C7 rn-ruio'od t~rour wore
&bl* to *b,,T.dor. ••>.•? st ereefcyped rceprriise ard learr- the
dlf-cririnct fori, (upr^r portion cf ttt .-raph), vt.il:- only
7 of the rats in the o..acue rerrer- ;3r^ r -v-p were - bio
to do this within the ?00 trisla (lo*er protion of the
graph)
.
In other word*, 100 percent of the transparent-
screen*guided rroup and only 36 percent of the opEiue-
>jff'ittejil<t#< >*roupd *baer?doned their stereotyped "\>*por*ao*
and solved the problem* *Jsing Fischer* • tCStj the 4 between
these two proportion* we* 4 #1 which 1- .M ::5..;i?'.r.r f r
below the I percent lew*! of eonfidsr.ee.
A* a further eh«ck on •he iffftottiirnness of ' 'io trans-
parent screen guidance, the transparent serean was sub-
I9«
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bpanue screen Ridded roups, "he vercicle line on the
SoWer raph indicate* 'the' point at w5hich the transparent
/Sere an fftt substituted Tor the opacue screen.
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etituted for the opaque screen after 200 trials for thosa
animal* which had failed to &\m*&an their ritjiOHif. under
the opaque-screen-^idance. rhe result* of thin are shown
on ;,he ri^ht of the bettors rtraph of figure 2. It can be
a*en that these rata wars aleo able to abandon quickly
the steretyped response and practice the discrimination
under these conditions. JSoreover, it sees* that when the
transparent screen waa used after using the opaque screen,
it mm «or* affective in altering the stereotyped responses
than when the transparent screen was used alone. The mean
lllfttni score for the opa*ue~transparent roup of rats
was 24.6 trials, whereas the faaan learning score for the
enif als guided by the transparent screen alone was 44 trials.
The difference between these means revealed a t of 2.33
which is ai^ ifleant between the 5 and 2 pereeftt levels of
confidence, this suggested that the rata that were guided
with the opaque learned something about the problem during
the first 200 discrimination trials but were unable to ex-
press this learning because of the compulsive nature of
their stereotyped responses.
*o cheek on this latter point, that the rats learned
soasthin:? about the discriisir ti >n even though they were
not able to express it 9 an analysis was wade of the latency
of responses durin free trials for those anirals that had
25*
position stereotype* and failed to abandon the© during
the discrimination problem. This analysis consisted of
the following First, the average latency of response for
each window (the dark and bright) was computed for the
frustration atftt*e of the experiment, ?hen the averse
latency of response* for each window during the di; crlmi*
nation *tft$o was eosiputed. Figure 3 shows this analysis.
froBj this ^r&ph, It can be seen that there was no slgnl*
ficant preference for either window during the frustrating,
no-solution stage, at least as expressed by the rat , s re-
distance to juraping* This was to be expected since re-
sponses to the dark window were punished as frequently as
responses to the bright window.
Following th<* no-solution sta e t we have the discri-
mination ate a and it was during this stage that the dark
window was always correct. It should be resHsabered, of
course, that during this stage of the experiment the aniaals
had an opportunity to solve the problem, but none of theat
did. During these trials, the animals consistently prac-
ticed stereotyped responses on free trials, Sift** the das*:
window was being switched froa side to side, roughly Half
of the free responses wore to the correct window, and half
were to the incorrect window. Again, the question nowiis,
* the latency of response is the duration of timo that el-
apses froa when the rat is placed on the Juaping pedestal
until it Jumps to one of the windows.
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Fig. 3# Latency of responses to the dark and brlrht
windows during th® frustrating, no-solution sta ;« and tha
discrinin tion 8t:.$e of who exp«rimf?nt. during the dis-
crimination sta:« f the dark window was always correct.
ww tR« aniattlo loamlng anything shout this discrimination
while they consistently practiced a stereotyped position
response? It can be seen that the eurv«? for the latency
of response to the correct window fall® %&il© the curve
for the latency of response to the Incorrect window rises
quite significantly. This evidence demonstrates that the
rata knew the difference between he correct and incorrect
window, hut were unable to express this learning in mora
concrete ways, i.e., by consistently jumping to correct
widnow, Thus we see that, iHhjjgh the animals ioarned
the discrlain&t on, they ware unable to give up their fixated
response even when they were ga1t»l«i opaque-acreen guidance
on every other trial. For these animals, such guidance
ap$>arently was useless*
One more question wee raisod In this oxperisaent • hat
is, what stimuli in the situation are causing the fixated
animal to respond in the way that they do. To answer this
question, the latency of responses fairing guided trials
wus computed for the rats with position stereotypes in the
opaqut and transparent -roups. Figure 4 shows this analy-
sis.
The graph on the loft shows the average latency of
response during pjjjj trials of rats that were guided by
the opaque screen* The dotted line represente© the average
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latency of luided trials to the non~preferred side, and
the solid line thws the average latency during guided
trials to the preferred aide. For example, If a rat had
a stereotyped position reasons© to the left, the dotted
line represents the average latency of response when the
rat was forced to juap to the right! and the solid line
represents the average latency of response when the rat
was forced to jumptto the left. It can be ©eon for this
group, whose vision was restricted to the correct window
only | that there is m difference in latencies between
guided trial© to the pr*f#rred and the norvpreferred sides.
On the other band* when we consider the data for the rata
ulded by the transparent screen, who could see both the
correct and the Incorrect windows while fefttltg forced to re-
spond to the coriw. one, that at first, there is relative-
ly greater resistance to bein uiiod to the aon-prefarred
side than to the j:c«ferred side. However, after the first
two days, the latency curve of mn-pr«ferred guided trials
approaches the curve of latencies for preferred guided
trials. (the curve* aro shown only for the first *ix day*
because analysis of the data showed no differences after
that point), thus wo my aay that the reason why a rat
shows a consistent response to the loft, for example, is
not because there are any aspects of the right position
B&L &M thafc th« rat is nvoldin out rather it is only
when botih stimulus windows are seen that the avoidance
occurs* la other words, this is additional evidence
supporting the notion that it is the total situation that
calls forth th» fixated response and not some single as~
pi ct in it*
The sain conclusion of this study was that the reason
why transparent screen guidance is so effective is because
ih uldance is taking place within the same context as
that in which the animal developed its fixa?,<Hi reapesise*
Guidance that takes the animals out of the original situa-
tion such as the opaquo-screen guidance In this study or
walking platforms in the Zeldman study (3) is not v^ry
effective.
This study l*eds us to the present problem, ¥e have
seen that transparent screen guidance is 10Q percent
effective in a lterin& fixated responses while opaque
screen guidance is relatively ineffective* the question
&ric«3 &s to what *0tfl4 be the effect of these types of
guidance on the alteration of ordinary learned habits*
he present experiment is desi *ned to answer this question*
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Recallln r: that feldman and Kewsian (4) found that
t^«wpar«nt^«ro«n-^iaanca Is 100 percent effective In
altering fixated responses whereas opaque r creen guidance
is relatively ineffective in altering such i-v.. n.-,-.: , t,he
question ari^s as to what would be the effect of using
kheee types of guidance in the altoration of ordinary
learned habits* The present study is desisted to answmr
thle question*
dialer (9) has suggested that frustrated rate lose the
variability that is necessary to insure adaptive behavior
in soluble problem situ iona«* L.;ch rata continue to
practice fixated response in the face of continuous pun-
ishment* despite the fact that an alternative response
which is completely free fro» punishment U available to
the ani als, and the animals show evidence of having
learning the difference between the correct and incorrect
stimuli. Kow HMMfcg it has been postulated (7) that guid-
ance seems to restore this adaptive variability and alters
fixated ress^onsee by forcing the fixated ani al to make
correct responses in a soluble problem situation* However.
* Waier 111 makes a useful distinction between eaere loss
of variability and lots of adaptive variability th* t is
cbarac <ri tic of fixations. If an organism respon* in an
unetantiig fashion in a situation ws may say that it lacks
variability, but an W'gaiilnm is fixated only when the demands
of the situation have been altered to such an extent that
a new response is required. If the or&anlm» fails to make
this response aft r bain* given a sufficient number of trials
it is fixated*
this midance must take pUc# within the specific problem
situation* Guidance that It given in a somewhat different
situation, in this esse opaque-screen guidance, |i relative-
ly ineffective, i erely forcin: a fixated rat to make a
correct response Is not- enou-h to mkm the rat break its
fixation and adopt an alternative response*
On the other hand, rata that develop a habit throueft
ordinary rewartWnd»puiil&)taent conditions do not loss such
vtarlability, i.e., when these ani-als are placed in a situa*
tion that requires them to adopt a MMi response, they ex-
hibit trial and error behavior tntii they learn the correct
response and then ro on to practice what they have learned
by jurapln; consistently to the correct window* (12). Hence,
if we use the transparent and opaque screens to ruide these
anl?dls to the correct window on every other trial, we
would not expect to find any difference in the effects of
the two tyr»ee of jsnsidance. ^he transparent screen should
not be any taore effective than the opaque screen, because
it Has no function t© cerfora. The hypothesis to be tested
in this problem then, Is that there Is no difference be-
tween transparent-screen -ui ianc© and opaque screen guidance
in aiding rats to abandon a habit acquired under ordinary
learning conditions and adopt an alternative habit.
3<§ore specifically the problem of the present experiment
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la to dateraine th* effeota of transparent «„* opaque
acraan glide*** on tin il»er«Ho* of Uamad r^s^onadt in
the rat, *»4 to compare th* mmlte etaained is this ex-
pejloaut with thus* obtain^ in the »revi«u» ex?«risieat
(4) which had teetad the ttfwttS of thee* ifpn of £gtf*
anca on the alteration of ftpftfi respoMft**
tfc* irttfjtiti u*od ift this e*p»9ltttftfe war* 31 male
elfolno rat» t ail approximately loo Aft olu at ths begin-
ning of th*> training procedures. The iiata were obtained
trm th* tfi*fcer strain at the Ch*rle« ?;iver ;ireedlti*
kabor&tery, Boutaa, i^iaaaachusetta.
The IfJllVtlMi uaed in thic ex^erirsent MM Ml auto*
Katic&lly cot trolled kiehiey JtatplRg Stand, (2, «*e fig.
5f This atand ccnoiet* cf * ^uftpln/r padeatal in
Trent of which ara two «tlamina windows* The anl&al ia
pl&eed on the piiftlil and mi&t juatp a dtetanee of Bh
IttMNNi to MM of the two wi-.dowa, If the animal jump© to
tfea corr ct window, which ia unlocked, ^he force of the
jwap cause* tha window £o owing open and ths rat |i re»
warded by b«ia^ *Xl#tf*d to eat on Uh» feeding platfor*
in back of th* window. If the rat ju^pa to tha incorrect
window, which i» locked t it is punished by receiving a bunp
in the iioat and a fail to fefei net below.
The atimulus window are made of plexites and are
illuminated by electric it**, bulbs placed above them.
The experimenter can, by throwing a switch, illuminate
one of the windows and not the other, thereby presenting
•
bright and dark stimulus to be discriminated. The win-
dow* ere locked by means of a bar which elides over a tab
on he plexiglass windows thereby preventing the window
from being opened. It is possible for the experimenter
to lock or unlock either window by merely throwing a switch.
The animals could be induced to Jump, if necessary,
by means ©f an electric shock administered through a rid
in the floor of the jumping pedestal. This ahock was
supplied by passing 1.5 volts from an ordinary dry cell
through an automobile i-jiition coil and a Ford type con-
denser, thus? bulldin* up the voltage to approximately
3000 volts. The amperage was kept quite low.
tha la**ncif«s of response were measured by means of
an electric timer mounted on the stand and controlled by a
•witch on the experimenter's desk. During the experiment
thia timer was started as soon as the animal was placed on
the jumping stand and stopped as soon as the animal Jumped.
there war : two ..uidanae screens used along with thia
appar*tovt Qua of these screens was made of plexiglas and
is transparent; the other was made of oasonite and is opaque*
35.
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When these screens were in place the animal has no choice
except to jump to the correct window,
IV Procedure
The procedure for this experiment was divided into
five main stages as follows:
i
Stage 1: Preliminary training . The animals were
irst given a preliminary familiarization period which con-
sisted of feeding the animals on the feeding platform of
the apparatus until they became well acquainted with the
situation and went to the food readily. Ahe animals were
under a 24 hour food deprivation hunger during this stage.
The rats were divided into groups of 6 or 7 animals and
each group spent about 30 minutes a day on the feeding
platform. This familiarization period lasted k days, at
the end of which time all animals were going to the food
and eating readily.
Stage 2: Training to jump . The animals were then
p;iven training to jump from the jumping platform tc the
windows. This was accomplished by placing the platform
very clore to the windows so thst the animals could just
step over from the jumping platform to the feeding- plat-
form. Then, giving the animals 10 trials per day, with
both windows open, the jumping platform was moved back
approximately two inches per day until finally the animals
were jumpiing approximately l| inches. When this was ac-
37.
complished the experimenter gradually closed the windows
a little each day until ultima ely the rate were jumping
61 inches to closed windows. During this sta.;e neither
window was locked and the rat, by Jumping, could push
open the windows and reach the food on the feeding plat-
form. In order to pr event the appearance of position pre-
ferences durin this sta
-e the anirala were ^iven guidance
on alt -mate trials. That is, the animal had one free
trial in which it could respond ,o either the rifM or
left, and then on the next trial the experimenter placed
his hand beside the rat and ( ;ontly induced it to jump to
the opposite side. Also during this stare, the bright and
dark windows were shifted from side to side to prevent the
development of preferences for either of the two windows.
This procedure took 10 days to complete at the end of which
time the animals were Jumping readily and quickly to the
wind ows
.
In the last part of this sta e shock was introduced
into the training situation. In this part of the training
rats were permitted to remain 30 seconds on the Jumping
platform before jumping. If the rat did not jump within
thin time a shock was administered through tho electric
rid inducing the rat to make a resp-nse. This shock was
administered approximately two tires per second until the
animal jumped. The animals wero -iven 10 trials per day
3*.
for four days in which the bright and dark window* were
randomly shifted from eide to eide but neither window
was locked. If the animal made the same response three
times in succession, on the fourth trial it was ;uided to
make the opposite response, ^his was done as a further
attempt to prevent the occurrence of any preferences.
Stage 3s Determination of correct BMMttili
animals were then :iven 10 free trials with both windows
uncloked. The particular response, i.e., l«ft or ri ht,
or bri ,ht or dark, that the ani al practiced the most
ti es during this sta,i;e was designated as th? correct re-
sponse in the next st&,~e. The o poaite of this response
was designated as the incorrect response.
Stag© 4 1 %rainln: to establish habit . All animals
were then iven 150 tirals St 10 trials per day in which
they were always rewarded when they made a correct re-
sponse and always punished when they made an incorrect
response. For example, if a rat had shown a preference
for jumping to he ri 'ht window in stage 3, then this win-
dow was always unlocked, and when the animal Jumped to this
window it was admitted to the feeding platform and allowed
to eat. The left window, however, was always locked and
when the ani al jumped to this window it was punished by
bumping its nose and fallin, to the net below, .his is
the usual method for training animals to develop either
position or discrimination habits throurjh the use of reward
and punlahaent,
Sta 51 Mftblt alteration nte
,
;» with .mldance on |JU
than matched on the basis of the type of response they
practiced and the numb r of times they precticed that re-
sponse, and divided into two roups of 16 and 15 anlnals
respectively* These groups were designated as the Opaque
uided roup and the Transparent MM 3roup, respective-
ly. The situation was then changed so that the ani ale
in both
sIroups were required to abandon their habi'.s de-
veloped in the previous sta-e and loam a new di crimina-
tion response, ihoae rats that had developed a jumping
habit to the left, right, or bri ht window were now re-
quired to go to the d irk window in order to make a correct
response. If an aninal had developed a jumping habit to
the dark window it was now required to * o to the bri ght
window in order to make a correct response, noepunees to
the previously Itemed habit were punished as this window
was now consistently locked. Each group was required to
learn this rasp nse under different guidance conditions.
These conditions were as follows!
One group was given transparent screen i^uidance to the
correct window on every other trial. The anirrals in this
group were forced to respond to tho correct window on
guided trials and wars able to see both windows. Fig. 6
40
.
on page 41 ©hows how theise rats were
-iven guidance.
The other -roup was given opaque screen guidance to
the correct wi dow on ev<*ry Vchet- trial . l uring guided
trials, these ani ale were not only forced to respond to
the correct window, but also the vision of these ani-als
was restricted to the correct window only. Pi 6b on
page 41 shows how these animals were guided.
The anltsals in both froups were given 10 trials a
day until they abandoned their previously learned habits
and learned the new one, or for a total of 2 0 trials*
The criterion for laajrninjs wee not more than one error for
three c nsecutive days on free trials.
Table 1 &ives a complete suwuary of the procedural
stages in this experiment.
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there were four possible types of responses which a
rat could Itam in the reward-and-punishment training
situation, a ritht or Xfet position response and a brigftt
or dark discrimination gOfymti, It was found that 17
aniesals developed rirht going position responses, 7 de-
veloped Ingoing position yafpoataig 4 developed bright
window dir crimination responses, md the remaining 3 rats
developed dark window discrimination reepo sss, The ani~
male which had developed ri;&t*£oia| position responses
practiced their responses an average of 99»7 percent of
the 160 trials, and the animals which had developed left-
going position responses practiced their response* an ave-
rage of 99,4 percent of the tiise. The animals which had
developed bri $t window discrimination rerp attics practiced
their responses an average of 99*6 percent of the 160
trials, and the animals which had developed dark window dis-
crimination responses practiced their responses 97»X percent
of the tire. Table 2 presents the data for this phase of
the experiment. It can be seen from table two that all of
the response© received t -roxic^tely the same amount of
practice*
It will be remembsre I that the animal n were matched
on tha basis of the type of responee developed in the
training situn ion and the masher of trials this response
Hi
Table 2
aiisanary of neeponaea Developed In t,he Training Situation
TBS r
'
Avera e HumSer Average
of Keep nsoa of trials Heapon- perconta
e
K&f ae pr^cticod of trials
17 iosiiion (Ri'ht) 159.4 99.7(1
7 Poaition U«ft) 159 99.4$
4 OiKcrimin tion (Bri ,ht) 154.5 96.6$
3 Discritain tion (Dark) 155.3 97.1,
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waa practiced. Table 3 sumniariaes the result© of this
matching procedure,. Thia table shows the type of responss
developed in the training, situation, the numb of rats in
each group practicing thia reeponce, the average ntfaber of
trials the response was practiced, and the percent a-.
-.a of
total trials the reap ,nse was practiced. It can be seen
that there was approximately the same number of aninala
in each groupqwith each type of r«*?v*isa # and th- .average
number of trials each reap rise wee practiced was alao sbout
equal for the animals in the transparent- r ; ;-raided
group and the opaque-ocreen-cuided group,
liafels alteration ata c.
In this star® the ani ale were required to abandon
their responses they hod developed in the training situation
and adopt a new discrimination rr-vpor-c. no rroup waa
Ivan ransparent-scraen-guidance to the correct vi dow on
•vary other trial and the oth<?r <;roup was iven opaque-
screen*guidance to the coi-rect window on every other trial.
'1 are 7 iUu:v r .:, r tv? r,-: \ : • : • o ' t i-- ' " • - ? • procedure.
In figure 7 the number of animals who abandoned their old
response and learned the new response la plotted on the
abaiaaa and the number of trials to reach criterion ia
plotted on the ordinate** If we consider firft the upper
graph of figure 7, it can be aeen that all 15 ani sis in
The criterion for "learning waa not more than one error
on free trials for three consecutive days.
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Pig, 7t The fnsnbcr of rata? *i>afcui»:vr£ uheir pre-
viously acquired response and learning the new response
for the transfiaront and opaque screen guided groups.
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Table 4
Behavior Data on Learning tho Oiaorimlm ,ion Response
T ranaparffnt-bcr^en
Guided roup
Opaque- crren
iuided Group
Number of Fata If 16
Kunber of Rata !>*rainr> 15 16
Av<?ratfe Number of
Triala to L«am* 39.4
Range 10 - 100 10 - 90
§4 !>• 24*2 21.9
* Criterion triala not included in learning ccoree.
Mb
the transparent~screen-&uidsd group wars able to abandon
their previously acquired response and learn th© new re-
sponse within the 200 trial limit • The »ean lc rnin core
waa 2:3.2 (not including th* criterion trials), the ran^e
of learning trials was 10 to 10, and the standard devia-
tion was &4+S«
The lower graph i" figure 7 shows the results for the
animals riven opaque-screen guidance* All the aniraals in
this group were also able to abandon their previous y ac-
quired reap nee and learn the new respenss. The mean
learning score for this -roup was 39,4 trials; the range
of learning scores was 10 to 90 trial* , and the standard
deration was 21.9. Table 4 sum,., rUoa the results of ths
habit alteration sta^e of the e*p*ria'ent #
application of Fisher* • & test tor th-.. si nificancs
of differencs between means yielded a Jfc value of
which for 29 decrees of freedom is slgnifleant at ths d
percent level of confidance. as a rula we do not except a
£ value as being: actually M »i nifleant" unleso it is at ths
5 percent level of confidence or less (6)# On
the basis
of this statistical tech, ique than, ws eannot say that ths
difference w® hav© observed bctwean the transparent and
opaque scresn ;uided groups li really ttplflf(«fci i.e.,
it could mm arisen Oft the basis of chance factors alone.
However, it 1* quit® possible that the small •maples we are
dealing with here ware not drawn froa a normal pop la tion.
This is indicated by the few extreme scores from Uie mean,
and the very hi^h standard deviatia a. Since the £ test
is bae*d on the assumption that the two samples have been
drawn from a normal popul t,ion our inference that the two
msans do not differ significantly may be i'alae. lor this
reason feBtin^er^s £ teat (5) Mi also applied for testing
the fli^nificancs of difference b< tw en the aeans of the
two groups. This test has an advantage in that you do not
have to assume that the two samples have been drawn from
a nomal population. he application of this test to the
data yielded * d of 3.8 which ia significant at the 5 per-
cent level «f confidence. Thus we may say that since there
la a difference of 16.2 trials between the means of the
learning scores of the opaque-scree-guided group and the
tranemarent-screen-guided k-roup, and Fast in fir's
<J test
yielded a value at a statistically si nifleant confidance
level for this difference, that the mean learning scores
for the two groups actually do differ si .niflcantly from
chance. In other words, we »ay say that th~ transparent-
scree-guidance is more effective in alterin j learned re-
sponsae than is the opaque-screen guidance. hir is con-
trary to what we had expected, for It was postulated that
there would be no difference between the effect© of the two
guidance procedures in altering ordinary learned responses.
$1*
It will be? remembered that there were two main types
of responses developed la the training situation, t#. 9 posi-
tion responses (rirht and l*ft) and discrimination re-
sponses (bright or dark)* However, in the habit alteration
»ta:;e all anlnalr* *:er-\ required to abandon their pre-
viously acquired responses and learn a discrimination re-
sponse. Per those aai als which had developed position re-
sponses in the trainin;; situation this meant shifting from
a position renponat to a discrimination response, for e:>c-
ample, if an animal had developed a ri~ht ,;oing position
reapo: aa in the training situation, it was now required tm
go to ho dark window in order to rciike a correct response.
For those animals v/hich had developed discrimination re-
sponses in the training situation, thia meant reversing
from one discrimination response to another. For example,
if an animals had developed a dark window discrimination
response in the training situation, It was now required
to go to the bright window in order to make a correct re-
sponse. Since guidance was toeing *ivea on ev^ry other
trial and the bright and dark windows were being shifted
from side to t ide, this meant th:;t the animals being re-
quired toaakc p niffr in response were being guided to their
non-preferred aide on every fourth trial, or 25 percent of
of the time. Animals that wen? required to reverse their
reapon^, were being guided to their non-orefm ri 8* lmull
on ev©ry other trial or 50 percent of the time,
, able 5
shows the different learning mm u,at were obtained from
the animals that were required to either shift their pre-
vious responses, or reverse thoir previous reaponaos for
both the transparent and opaque acreen guided groups. It
can be eean that for the transparent-screen- f-uided group,
those anicala that ware required to shift from a position
to a discrimination response took an average of 13,3 trials
to learn the new response, whereas those anitrals that were
required to reverse thsir responses from one discrimination
to anothor took 4m average of 63,3 trials to learn the re-
sponse. A difference of 50 trials, ;'his difference yields*
a £ value of 2.73 which for 13 de^roos oj freedom is signi-
ficant between the 2 and 1 percent levels of Confidence.
For the opaque-scree-guided group the fittNfpondin.-, avera -ca
were 37#5 trials and 4$ trials, a difference of only 7.5
trials* This difference is not statistically significant.
Thus It acems that those animals who are being; guided by
the transparent screen have more difficulty in reversing
from one di- crimination response to anothor than they do
in shifting from a position response to a discrifnii; t ion
response. This does not seam to hold for those animals
uided by the opaque ecreen. Also it should be pointed out
here, that thoso animals that had developed position or
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discrimination responses in the frustrating, insoluble pro-
blem situation in the study by K>ldman and N wman U), did
not show • significant difference botweein shifting or re-
versing their responses when being guided by the trans-
parent screen to make an altam ta response.
Analysis of resistance to guidances
In he Feldman and Newman study (4) an analysis was
r ide "»r the latency of responses during guided trials for
ths frustrated rats with position responses in th« opaquo
and transparent screen ulded rroups. The sane type of
analysis wan made In this study for those animals with
learned position r«j»eponson in the opaque and transparent
screen guided groups. Fi.ure 8 shows the results of this
analysis. The graph on the left shows the avora a latency
of renp'.msa during -uided trials of rats that wern {'.uiood
by th« opaque acreen, fmft dottod line represent*, the
average latency of response during guided trials to the
rat's non-proferred side, and ;ho solid line represents
the average latency of response during guided trials to the
rat's prftfKrred side. It can be seen that for thir roup,
whose vision lifts restricted to the correct window only,
that there is Utile difference in latancion betw en
guided trials to the preferred and the non-prftfcrrud sides.
On the oth*r hand, when we consider the dftta for the ratft
guided by the transparent »creen,wtoho could sea both the
55.
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correct one, and incorrect window while being forced to re-
spend to the correct one* we see that at first, there is
relatively greater resistance of being guided to the non-
preferred side than to the preferred aide. After the first
day howevf>r, the latency curve of non-preferred guided
trial* approaches the curve of latencies for the preferred
guided trials. (The curves are shown only for the first
four days because analysis of the data showed no differenaa
after than point).
In response to resistance to guidance then, aniaala
with ordinary leaned responses display ^h*j same behavior
as animals with fixated rosponasa (aee fig. 4, p,^) # if
we compare ft,;. 4 with fi,> d we see that although the
curves are a little different, the trend is the SSJ**j i.e.,
the op^que-ocroen-suidod groups show little or no difference
between b ?inr, ^uidad to the pflforrod or non-preferred side,
whereas the transparent-screen-guided groups display
greater resistance to being guided to the uon-pr«ferred
sida than to the prsferrsd aids, at least, for the first
day of uid^ncc. hue it seems, as is the case in fixated
rats, that it |fl ths total citu^ .ion that calls forth the
learned response and not s«ne single aspect in it.

Feldiaan and Newman (4) have postulated that effective
guidance, in this case transparent-sere on- guidance, Jun-
ctions in ''restoring adaptive variability in frustrated
rats whereos ©paque-scr«an-;uidanca fails to do The
hypothesis of this experiment MM that cince rats with
or dinary learned responses do not lose adaptive variability
than there should be no uixfarence between the affects of
transparent and opaque screen ;uid*nce in alt^rinf. learned
responses. The results of this experiment refute this hy-
pothesis, i,e. f ti'ansparent-screen-i-ui^ance is more ef~
fective in altering learned responses, than is opaque-
ueroen-guidance. Thus it (scecja that effeOl ivc guidance does
Mil tli&n just restore adaptive variability.
Kaier ana Kloe (>) have su grated that guidance doos
not aid in the learning of a n*w response but only functions
in breaking up old responses. I'fce data that Maier and Klee
h«ve offered in support of this vitw can b r criticised on
the basis of two few animals in at leaat one oi -.heir groups
(one roup had only o rats in it). Also the result- of the
preaent experiment seems to indicate that guidance doss aid
the rot to learn a new response. This indicated by the
smaller average of learning trials for there Mrtwsll guided
with the transparent screen than for tho»e animals <?uided
by the opaque screen. If we assume that the opaque screen
ni tance is equivalent to no uidance at all t th«n this
would man that tiTilllfHTeHf) ~lltr r n
,
, ilrtsnii does help the
anisnal to learn. However, before any difinlto conclusions
can be sutda on this point, another ^rou] of rats should be
allowed to develop learned rilpWMIOi In the earn warmer
ft* the rat© in this study dld» rhon these animals should
be required to alter their responses and learn new on 3*
by means of triul-aaa-error trial© alona. The difference
(if any), in the learning scoria for fchif ;;roup of rati
and the rata in the present t^udy, who ware given guidance,
will cl arly indicate whether guidance aids 1© .xnin^; or not.
Ona of the main purposes of this study was to ecu .re
the effects or transparent and opaque screen xuia'ance in
the alteration of gjtyiiiti developed in a ftnatr-tin . situa-
tion (fixations) and response© developed! in a consistent
ramra-^nd-purjlahiaant situation (learned responses), ble
6 aumuarizas the results of this comparison.
iron labia 6 It can be seen tlttt ftftfl sparent-screan*
guidance is 100 percent effective In altering responses,
regardless of whether kheae responses were developed in a
frustrating situation or in an ordinary learning situation,
Gpaauo-aereen-suidanca, while bain ; 100 percent effective
in altering learned responses, is relatively ineffective
(35 pareant) la altering responses developed through fru~
etr olon. Furthermore, the few animals that do alter their
reap nses under aueh guidance, take a good mny more triida
Table 6
Summary of the Result* of Transparent and Opaque screen
Q i lance in the Alteration of fteeponses Developed Throurn
Frustration (fixations) and HesponMt Developed 'hrou-h
d afll Mlahmont (learn* I Oftfctt*).
Frustrated Croup* Learned Habit Croup**
Q
Tranaparent-
acreen-C id*
'iUCO
Op,
, quo- Vr :• :rc;U..
Screen- . creon-Ouid-
Guid. nco aneo
Opaque
Screen-
Guidance
Dumber of rat» 20
Number of
rata lea ning
now response
Percent of
total rata
learning
Average
number of
trials to
learn now
response
Number of
rats fail-
in;; to learn
new response
Percent of
total rats
failing to
learn
20
100*
20
76.7
13
C5>
13
15
35. loa-;
23.2
16
16
39.4
* Bused on data presented by Feldman and Newman
** Baaed on data from the pfesont experiment.
to loam the new reaponee than do the rats in any of the
three other groups.
It can also be seen that transparent- I croan-rwi I <mce
is more effective in altering learned reeponsea (tf « £4ut),
than it is for alt^rin ; fixated pltponsee (H * 44). fha
difference between these two means yield* a & value of 2.16
which ia significant at leas than the 5 percent level of
confidance. Also it can be seen that the oeaque-screen-
guidanea was as effective for altering learned responses
(M » 39#4) » as trans aprent-scraen-guidance was for altering
fixated responses 44 )• Let us non consider a -or
.i tie
explanation of these facts.
The fixated response seems to be specific to the total
situation and only occur* when the animal is in th-it situa-
tion* For example , Palawan (3) has daw nstrated that a rat
with a JlftH| fixation will l^nra to aIk to the corroct
window when walking platforms are put up, but will fail to
generalise from such correct walkin * h<*h vior to jumping
to the corr ct window, i.e., when the walking platforms are
removed, the anim? Is will continue to Jump to iti fixated
side* Feldman and Newman (4) found that transparent-screen*
^idance was effective in altering fixated responses because
the animals ware forced to respond within the epecifie pro-
blem aituatior * Guidance that was riven in a somewhat dif*
ferent situation (opaque-screen-»>ttidanca)
,
however, waa re-
latively ineffective. Thus it waa ©hown that merely forcing
61,
a fixated rat to make co j^ct responses ti not enough to
mako the r«t break it. fiction and adopt an alternative
response.
Those animals that had developed i teamed habltalso
ahow # on tha basis of latency of raapo to tha preferred
and non-pref«rr*d side, that this habit was specific tc tha
total situation and not sous cin fU usrue in U, How-
ever, for thesa animals both tha transparent and tho opa-
que scraen guidance le 100 nercent effective in altering
l«amod responses. Apparently these ainmala ara not as
"situationally bound" as fixated animals and can generalise
frua ,ho guided trials to the non-suided trials more
readily than fixated animals. Thus it is possible to ex-
plain tha results of ' hose two experiments on th<2 basis of
stimulus **neraUa 4tion # Stimulus genera liaat ion occurs
when similar at mull call forth old response (SU* ?raif
sparent-6cre«n-^uidance in highly effective in altering
both learned habits and fixations because it does not
change tha stimulus situs tlon drastically when it forces
the animals to make correct responses*
-he animal re-
ceiving such guidance is making slightly different re-
sponses in a situation that is quite stallar to ;;he one
tfcmi has previously been evoking a habit or fixation.
These responses are more highly rewarded than the previous
habit or fixation and hence, the aniral soon learns to
t3.
naks this raaponsa consistently, Opae^ia^scraen-gutdaacs
is much lass «fr«eti%'e in alr.srins* sithar laamad habits
or fixations than ia sranap arant~«crsan-r.uldanc• t apparently
bacuu^a during th« 0n&ous*scr*a*$ii4*d trials, tho ctlnuluS
situation is quits dissimilar* Hanca, tna anir;-als do not
gsnarolisa as readily SJ they would undar transperent-seraan-
jiu&nce.
Further sxptpfoant. :,t i en is ns^dcd along these linos.
Special ottention should b# placed on th« problars of another
frustrated aniryala can j'sneratiss as rm lily S3 animals not
subjected to fBastration* Tha results of tha two expari-
mantc reportad here seam to indicia that frufrtr&tad anim-
als cannot fcaneralise from one r^sr-onse to another as
readily as animals that had dsveloped ordinary la&raad ha*
bite.
SUMMARY AND C0KCLUSI"N3
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(1) This study was concerned with the problem of why
guidance is effective in site lag fixated and learned re-
sponse in rate, .he purpose of the experiment was to de-
terimo the effect© of transparent and opaque screen
guidance on the alteration of learned reapo ees and to
cor pare the results with the data of a previous experi-
ment which had tested the effect of these types of guid-
ance in altering fixated responses.
(2) A roup of 31 rats was trained to develop learned
respo see on a Lathley Jumping apparatus. The animals
v/ere then divided iAto two matched group* of 15 and 16
respectively. All animals were then required to abandon
their old responses and acquire a new one. On every other
trial, the animals were guided to the correct window by
means of a screen. The animals in one roup were guided
by means of a transparent screen which enable them to see
both the correct and 1 correct window. he animals in tho
other group were ;uided by means of an opaque screen which
restricted their vision to the correct window onl . This
proc dur* was carried out until the animals abandoned their
previously acquired responses and adopted new ones or for
a maximum of PUG trials.
(3) Animals in both roups ware able to successfully
abandon their previously acquired responses and learn a
new one. The following definite conclusions can be made
on the basis of the results t (a) Both transparent and
65.
and opaque screen guidance aro 100, effective in altering
learned riltyffMHM in rate, (b) animals Avon tniM|IHH
'Crean-ttiidance Iwm a new response faster, i.e., in a
number of trials, than do animals iven opaque-screen-
guidance
•
(4) In discus sinr: the significance of the rasults of
this experiment it was eu^eeted that effective guidance
does sore than Jus* break up an old response. It also
seems to aid in the learning of an alternative response.
Further experimentation is needed before this can be v ri-
fled,
(5) In comparing the results of thie experiment with
the results of the previous experiment, it was found that
transparent- cree-i*uidance was 100 percent effective in
alt >rin,: reaponses regardless of whether they were de-
veloped in a frustr tin situation or in an ordinary
learning situation. Opaquo-screen-^uidance, on the other
hand, while 100 percent effective in altorin; learnt re-
aponaas, is relatively ineffective In altering fixated re-
eponsee. A possible explanation of these facts was ro-
poaed on the basis of stimulus fsenoraligation.
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